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Abstract: Human gait analysis is a growing field of research interest in medical treatment, sports1

training and structural health monitoring. In our study, we propose a low cost insole design2

with wearable sensors based on piezoelectric discs (PZT) and inertial measurement unit (IMU)3

to acquire the human gait. The sensors are placed at three points of a shoe sole: toe, metatarsal4

and heel. The human gait obtained from such an insole layout is significantly affected by plantar5

pressure distribution and alignment of the feet. The PZT sensors give an insight about pressure6

map under the feet and the IMUs record projection and orientation of the feet.7
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1. Introduction9

Human gait analysis is the study of graphical representation of human motion10

to understand the condition of human muscles, mechanics and fitness. It helps in11

prevention, treatment and diagnosis of many diseases, sports training and improvement12

of postures [1]. The neurological and musculoskeletal illnesses such as aging, Parkinson,13

thrombosis, stroke and diabetes affect the stride characteristics and human gait quality14

at the same time: They lead to a decrease in stride length, shuffling steps, fall risk15

or impaired gait initiation [2–6]. There are primarily two methods of gait analysis:16

video and image processing based, and sensors based. Video/Image processing system17

capture 3D data of the subject’s gait through one or more highly accurate optic sensors18

and use digital image processing to study the recorded visual measurements of the19

different parameters [2]. In most motion laboratories, this technique is used for complete20

analysis of the motion of all body segments. Sensor based techniques, on the other21

side, are of two types: non wearable and wearable sensors. The non wearable systems22

refer to sensor arrangements at a specific location such as floor mats or treadmills. The23

wearable systems refer to sensors placed on several parts of human body like thighs,24

feet, ankle, etc, which can monitor movements without restricting to a fixed location or25

fixed duration of monitoring; out of which, IMU is the most commonly used wearable26

sensor for gait monitoring [1,7,8].27

In relevance to gait study, our area of focus lies in gait acquisition from wearable28

sensors placed on shoes. Since foot wear is an important part of our daily lives, it29

provides an important means to assess gait characteristics for not only sick and old but30

also for athletics trainings and daily gait monitoring [9–11]. The long-term monitoring31

of gait is an advantage of in-sole sensors compared to video/image processing systems.32

Shu et al. and Chen et al. used their own customised array of pressure sensors, Moris33

et al. used four different types of sensors and an IMU to acquire gait from the feet34

movement [6,12,13] and Zhao et al. placed an IMU on a shoe behind the ankle to acquire35

gait data [3]. However, behaviour of IMUs with pressure sensors under the feet is still36

not investigated for understanding foot movement.37

In our study, we propose a shoe insole with sensor modules at three points under38

the feet: toe, metatarsal and heel. Each sensor module has an IMU integrated with a39

low-cost piezoelectric disc as pressure sensor, where the sensors are aligned in the same40
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axis. With our proposed set-up, an array of such sensor modules is introduced, where at41

each measurement point and instant, plantar pressure as well as orientation, and linear42

and rotational acceleration of the feet are captured. This study promises a large amount43

of data collection from multiple low-cost sensors over a long real-time, specifically to44

portray foot motion. From our study of multiple IMUs, we expect to figure out the right45

location to place IMU inside the sole for gait applications. The multiple piezo sensors46

will provide an estimate of high pressure and low pressure points across the feet, which47

will be useful for both energy harvesting applications and gait analysis.48

2. Sensors49

2.1. Piezoelectric Sensors50

Piezoelectricity is a property of certain dielectric materials: When a force or pressure51

is exerted on such a material, then the mechanical deformation generates charge on52

its surface, which is measured as voltage (direct piezoelectric effect) [14]. This char-53

acteristic is exhibited by many materials, including quartz crystals, semi-crystalline54

polyvinylidene polymer, polycrystalline piezo-ceramic, etc. In our project, we use Lead55

Zirconate Titanate i.e., PZT. It is widely used due to high dielectric values (KT
3 up to 340056

by PZT-5H and KT
1 up to 1700 by PZT-5A [14] ) and reliability and stablility amongst57

all piezoceramics. Furthermore, PZT are physically strong, chemically inert, low-cost,58

light-weight and easy to implement.59

2.2. IMU Sensors60

Inertial measurement units include accelerometers, gyroscopes and even magne-61

tometers. They are used to measure acceleration and orientation of an object. In most62

IMUs, there are three axes with gyroscopes, three axes with accelerometers and a com-63

puter for coordinate conversion to constitute an IMU for measuring the information of64

the carrier [1]. When placed on the feet for the purpose of gait analysis, the accelerometer65

gives the change of velocity of the feet [15]. The gyroscope gives the details of the orien-66

tation and posture of feet by measuring its angular rate [1,16], from which the angular67

velocity and angle of feet during the motion can be derived.68

3. METHODOLOGY69

3.1. Hardware Design70

An aluminium structure was designed to be placed at the three positions inside the71

shoe sole. Fig. 1 shows its design with positions of the sensors. The diameter of inner72

sub-structure is 2.5 cm and the diameter of outer one is 3 cm. The whole set-up was73

constructed in such a way that it keeps the IMU on PCB and PZT discs together in the74

same axis. The IMU is placed inside the inner sub-structure and the piezo is placed in the75

outer one. Due to its metallic structure, it keeps the sensors safe without any possibility76

of cracks. The integrated aluminium structures are positioned at the mentioned three77

points in the left shoe (Fig. 2).78

We use PZT discs from Murata Electronics. Its diameter is 12 mm and the resonance79

frequency is 9.0 kHz [17]. The BMI270 from Bosch is used as IMU [18]. In the shoe80

application, the PZT signal is related to plantar pressure distribution. The IMU signal in81

x direction defines the walking direction of the person, in y direction defines diversion82

of the feet either left or right from the straight path and in z direction defines the lifting83

of the feet from the ground. The gait signals of three people with different weights are84

measured with each person taking 10 steps. Table 1 gives details of the three subjects.85

Table 1. Information about 3 Subjects

Physical Quantity Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Age (Years) 26 27 27
Weight (Kg) 52 60 70
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Figure 1. Structure design: schemantic (left) and final structure (right)

Figure 2. Sole layout

3.2. Data Acquisition86

Fig. 3 (a) shows the block diagram for data acquisition connection from the sensors87

to SD card. The ADC module ADS115 is used to obtain the accurate piezo data using88

analog port and multiplexer TCA9548A to acquire data from all the IMUs (Fig. 3 (a)).89

I2C interface is used between multiplexer and the microcontroller Arduino Due (A-Due),90

and between ADC and A-Due. For data storage, an SD card is connected to A-Due91

through SPI interface. A-Due does two tasks at the same time. Firstly, it will acquire92

data from the array of sensors and secondly, it will save the acquired data directly on93

the SD card to facilitate subsequent data analysis. It is to be noted that the simultaneous94

reading and storing of the accurate data of the multiple sensors limits the sampling rate.95

The electrical connection on the PCB with senosrs, multiplexers and ADC is shown in96

Fig. 3(b).

Figure 3. (a) Data acquisition connection (left) and (b) Electrical connections of the sensors inside
the structure (right)

97

4. Results and Discussion98

4.1. Gait Signal from Piezo Sensors99

Fig. 4 shows gait measurements of 3 subjects. Each gait has roughly 5 stride regions,100

separated by dotted lines as guide to the eyes, depending on the pressure exerted and101

pronation while walking. The number of peaks generally imply the number of strikes102

with the ground but the peaks are not prominent at all points of the feet. It is to be noted103
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that each individual has different walking frequency and different points of contact with104

the ground. In general, the walking pattern of an individual is expected to strike the105

ground in the order heel, arch, metatarsal and toe. It is observed that the subject 1 has106

no heel contact and mainly walks putting pressure on toe and metatarsal. Subjects 2 and107

3 in contrast put pressure on their metatarsal points, where it is observed that subject108

2 has more pressure points on metatarsal than on toe and heel. On the other hand,109

subject 3 puts more pressure at heel and metatarsal points while starting and ending110

the walk. The desired striking order as assumed (heel, arch, metatarsal and toe) and111

real gaits of individuals as shown in Fig. 4 tend to differ depending on plantar pressure112

distribution, which is affected by the body pressure on the feet as well as force used to113

strike the ground [15,16,19–22]. The gait pattern varies from time to time when the same114

person walks in the same pattern. It is shown in Fig. 5 that the number, frequency and115

magnitude of peaks are different for the same individual walking at two instances. This116

intra-individual variations are likely to occur in daily situations, which make the gait117

study not only interesting but also complicated to assess.118
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Figure 4. Gait of 3 people
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Figure 5. Gait of Subject 3 at different instances

4.2. Gait Signal from IMU Sensors119

In Fig. 6, the IMU signals, obtained from accelerometer and gyroscope data, at the120

metatarsal are shown to relate with respect to the signal obtained from piezo sensor at121

the same position. The IMU data helped to identify the peaks occuring while striking122

with the ground, which are gray circled in the figure below. The linear and rotational123

acceleration graphs repeat after certain interval. Their amplitudes are inconsistent, which124
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depends on the way with which the feet is lifted to strike the ground. As the feet takes the125

next step, the acceleration across x and z directions changes due to forward movement126

and lifting of the feet. The change of positions in these two directions are more prominent127

than that of y direction, which is obvious. For the gyro data, the angular changes are128

more distinct in x and y directions due to inward or outward landing variations of the129

feet and plantar rolling over the ground.130
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Figure 6. Signals at the metatarsal of Subject 2

5. Conclusions131

In the proposed project, we have designed an insole structure with IMU and piezo132

sensors integrated together to obtain the gait of an individual at three points of the sole.133

The set-up collected pressure, linear acceleration and rotational acceleration of the left134

feet. We observe that metatarsal is the most impacted point of the feet, irrespective of the135

walking pattern of an individual. With increase in the number of such sensors, plantar136

map of high pressure points and low pressure points can be estimated. For 5 strides137

taken, IMU signals have 5 regions to identify each stride with corresponding peak in the138

piezo signal.139

In future, we continue to increase the number of subjects and process the signals to140

correlate the behaviour of piezo sensors and IMUs. This shoe design is a promising idea141

to examine gait performance of a patient or an athlete or a health conscious individual142

with low-cost wearable sensors.143
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